
  

 

It begins! 

 
Now the last rays have been sent out but those responsible appear to close their souls.  
 
Before the Day of the Dove your Earth’s orbit will cross the path of the messenger.  

With certain increasing pressure all central points of your world will be penetrated by the rays. From 
there they will spread out across the entire Earth until the gates open once more at the time of the 
next outpouring of power. 

Like luminous warriors equipped with the sword of retribution they penetrate into the bonds between 
the human spirit and its demon who has been ruling over it for thousands of years. 

Blessed is he who bears enough true consciousness within him. He will be able to add to his power of 
recognition through the coming purifications and therefore escape the dissolution.   

But nothing of all this happening will penetrate the walls of the intellect. The grossest matter remains 
apparently untouched.   

Earthman will notice none of this because he does not want to. Even when the warriors reach him 
personally overnight, many will no longer recognise this either; but now it will strike each individual.    

All that remains on Earth then is the demon who keeps its master in chains and who has long since 
been able to develop a life of its own through him. He dominates the beast and its body and believes 
to have achieved victory.  

With him the part of matter least permeable to Light will sink into the deepest depths where no rays 
of the outpouring of power can ever reach him again. 

Make use of the time that remains to expose your demon in order to wrestle him down personally. He 
wears a cap, creeps deeply into your human consciousness which you so often deem to be the intuition. 

It is your emotional life that will bring about your devastating downfall.  

For a long time already the demon has been using this world to give an own consciousness to you. 

Recognise the difference! The intuition liberates you from your own ego, the feeling, however, binds 
you to it firmly. 

Fight against this demon so that you do not have to be crushed by it. Make haste that you already hold 
victory in your hand when the luminous warriors soon reach you.   

You yourself have to do it. But your greatest enemy hereby is you yourself. It is your vanity. If you do 
not overcome it, you have already lost today because you thereby hand over the sceptre to the demon 
in the final battle. 

Signed Simon 
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